
Challenge
CCG built a POC environment for their customer. Unfortunately migrations between Azure
subscriptions get complex and take up valuable resources in most scenarios. It was important
that their customer be able to take advantage of the CSP program, and for CCG as well. The
virtual machine used managed disks and Microsoft does not currently support moving these
types of environments through the Azure Portal or any other supported tools. CCG had already
spent a significant amount of time building the environment and was concerned about the
amount of time and resources it would take rebuild the environment.

Insights
CCG primarily works with Tech Data using the Platform-as-a-Service play in Azure. They are just
beginning to offer Infrastructure-as-a-Service to their clients and needed support in executing
this project.

Solution
To complete this migration, CCG engaged Tech Data’s Cloud and Automation team, Tech Data’s
highly specialized division of developers that enable channel partners to assess, migrate,
optimize (or build) and manage customer workloads and apps to speed transformation and
modernize their IT environments. The team was quickly able to assess the Azure subscription
and present a means to migrate all the resources to the correct Azure subscription.

Tech Data Cloud Services and Automation
Working hand-in-hand with CCG, the Tech Data cloud pros using tools were able to quickly
assess the requirements for the Azure migration. They provided the tools and expertise to
quickly and cost-effectively implement the migration, test the new environment and
decommission the old environment.

Result
In a total of 48 hours the project was assessed, scoped and completed and without any
disruption to the client.
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“I’m glad this work is complete and very happy with the expediency with which you were
able to get this done. [We] have validated the new [virtual machine] is working as
expected, reconfigured the gateway, and confirmed all is up and running.” - Nicole
Crozier, Senior Consultant

CCG, a Florida-based consulting firm, was 
working with a Public School system to 
migrate their Power BI environment with 
their personal environment under one 
tenant.
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